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,,Be it known that I, FREDERICK SEDGWICK,
“ of Chicago, in the county of Cook and State
of Illinois, have invented certain new and use
. 5 fulImprovements in Cipher Type-Writer: 3, of
which the following is a full, clear, and exact
description, reference being had to the accom

. A further object 1 s” to provide automatic
means for clhanging the relation between the
characters represented by the respective keys, 55
and those upon the type-form at predeter
mined in tervals, and means for measuring the

intervals automatically, whereby the relation
of
the characters to the lkeys may be changed,
panyingdraWings, frenigis: this speci consécutively
or otherwise, so that the de 6o ------ »
ficatión, im whiëh corresponding characters of

pression of a given key may cas?.different
I
From the for?going it follows that with two
machines of identical construction located in
different places a message may be printed in 65
cipher in one place, and the cipher. (which
may be transmitted by telegraph, mail, orº
is characters in their relation t0. a given key otherwise) may be translated by the use of the
board, transform any desired message into a machine at the receiving-station by, merely
cipher form incapable of translation except striking the keys corresponding to the char- 7a
by one having a like machine and possessing acters of the cipher, provided the party re
the key or combination by which it may be ceiving the message is in possession of the
set to translate the previously-printed cipher. . secret key of the sender of the message and
In harmony with this principle my inven
his nachine to conform thereto, all of
tion consists in providing one or more char sets
which
hereinaifter, more particularly de- 75
acter-forms, preferably in the shape of-disks scribedisand
claimed.
or type-wheels, each character-form having | In the drawings,
Figure 1 is a plan view of
.- a series of charactérs thereon from which a a machine erm bodying the features of my
printed impression may be taken an dit each
Fig. 2 is an enilarged plani view
being provided with means whereby said char invention.
in
detail
of
the
printing type-wheel and the 8o
acters may be arranged in any predeternuined mechanism immediately
connected therewith
and arbitrary relation with respect to an ar for shifting the characters
in their relation
i bitrary zero-point diš:Weii a.s.: , ?C of oper to the keys. Fig. 3 is a vertical
ating-keys, the arrangement of which latter view taken upon the line 3 3, Fig. 2,sectional
viewed
is permaneut and constant, the relation be in the direction of the arrow there shown.
- tween the two being such that when a given Fig. 4 is a vertical sectional view of the ma 85
key is actuated another and different char
taken upon the line 4 4, Fig. 1. Fig.
º acter from that represented thereon may be 5chine,
is
an
enlarged plau view in detail, showing
printed.
! 1
y a part of
the shifting mechanism for chang
-- My purpose is to so arrange the characters ing the relation
the characters and keys, 9o
is and keys with respect to each other that when including that forof reversing
the direction of
the latter are actuated the result will be an movement of the shift. Fig. 6 is a vertical
, apparent heterogeneous conglomeration of sectional view of the stop mechanism for stop
- printed characters constituting a ciph?r, the ping the type-wheel in an initial position.
translation of which can only be made by one Fig. 7 is a face view of one of the type- 95
having the key to ora knowledge of the rela whe, s. i Fig. 8 is a similar view of a type
43 tive combination of the printing-forms, and whºa modification of said inven
having such key the printing-forms may be ti): el,forshowing
the
purpose
reversing the action,
i arbitrarily rearranged to harmonize there so as to, translate the ofcipher.
Fig. 9 is a de
with, so that the striking of the keys in the tail View showing modified means
for auto- Ioo
order of the printed cipher will result in the matically shifting the initial position
the
» automatic translation of said printed cipher type-Wheel, and Fig. 10 is an en larged ofdetail
- and the printing of the message in its origi

I o reference
in the different figures indicate like
parts.
, The object of my invention istoso construct
a. cipher type-writing machime that it may
: : : automatically, as the result of an arbitary
I 5 predetermined arrangement of the printing

characters to be printiéd åt different times.

!

n.l form.

view showing the means for automatically
slui furºng the type-wheel.

,

"
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While my improvement is capable of being
applied to Various forms of type-Writing ma
chines, I prefer to apply it to some form in
which the type "charåretërsi” are ‘placed upon
Wheels, disks, or segments, and for purposes

of illustration I have slown the same applied
to that type of machine known to the public
as the “llam mond.”
Referring to the dra wings, il represents the
. I o frame of the machine, which is möunted upon
1 he usual base 2. A series of type-levers 3,
provided with keys i, are º mounted in the
frame and are in operative connection with
the usual ratchet mechanism for feeding the
I 5 paper roll 4", Figs. 1 and 4, and for actuat
ing the type-hammer 5, all of which mech
anism is sowell understood in the machine
referred to as to require no detailed descrip
tion.
* 2O
A vertical shaft 6, mounted in suitable
bearings, is centrall cºa tard in the . achine,
as shown, and is provi di Wivilì a pinion 7,
lFig. 4, which is located beneath the base.
Connected with said pinion is a train of gears
25 8, upon the arbor of one of which is mounted
a coiled spring 9 for actuating the train. The
shaft 6 therefore is adapted to be rotated
through the action of the spring and gears,

subject to the automatic control of the mech
anism herein fter described.
Upon the shaft 6 is mounted a gear-wheel
10, which engages with a pinion 11 upon a
hub 12, loosely mounted upon a stationary
stud 13, projecting vertically from the frame,
35 as more clearly shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
Loosely mounted upon the stud 13 is a sleeve
14, which formis a part of the hub of a type
wheel 15, having the desired characters upon
its periphery, preferably arranged in an ar
40 bitrary manner—such, for example, as shown
in Figs. 7 and 8. Beneath the type-wheel is

a ratchet 16, Figs. 3, 7, and 8, which is adapt
ed to engage and interlock with a correspond
ing ratchet 17, Fig. ?, nºnm the hub. 2. The
45 type-wheel is held in pla?e azi i tie ratchets
in engagement by means of a nut 18, and
said type-Wheel is capable of being removed
and readjusted with respect to the pinion 11,
so that any given character upon the type-,
wheel may be ?ausel to stand normally in
an initial position, a knowledge of which rela
tive position forms a key to the automatic
translation of the cipher, as hereinafter ex
plained.
55 Mounted upon the shaft 6 and removably
secured by means of a nut 19 is a sleeve 20,
(better shown in Fig.3,) which is keyed to said
shaft, upon which sleeve and adapted to ro
late there with is moun téd the gear-wheel 10,
adapted to engage pinion 11. Extending ra
dially from said sleeve, to which it is rigidly
attached, is an arm 21, Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, and
6, but better shown in the last two figures,

-

ing-yoke 24, made from spring metal and hav
ing its ends rigidly attached to the frame, as
shown af 25 25, Fig. 2. The releasing-yoke 7o ...
is connected, by means of a rod 26, to the usual
releasing-lever 27, which, i?in operativeeon
nection with ar ?of the key-levers. When
the keys" are åt rest and the releasing-yoke is
in its normal position, the detent 23 is adapt 75
ed to engage the stop 22 and prevent the ro
tation of the type-wheel i and hold it. in its
normal initial position. When, however, a.
key is depressed, the releasing-lever, which
is elastic, is caused to yield as a result of the
upward pressure of the rod 26 until it as
sumes the position shown in dotted lines in
Fig. G and permits the release of the stop 22,
thereby, permitting the type-wheel to make
one revolution before it is again arrested by
the detent 23, which assumes its normal p0
sition upon the release of the key. Before
the revolution of the type-wheel is completed,
however, it is necessary to a 'rest the type
wheel, so as to present the desired character
at the proper point to enable the usual im
pression to be taken there from. This is ac
complished by the following-described means;
Inserted loosely in bores formed in a semi
circular framework 27 are a series of vertical 95
pins 28, said pins corresponding in number
with the keys, each pin being placed above
and arranged to engage with a type-lever, so
that the depression of a given key will lift a
corresponding pin. Spiral springs 29, Fig. IC O
4, serve to depress the pins and also the key
levers and to hold both im normal positions. .
The pins 20 are arrang?d in the arc of a cir
clea, and attached to the top of said pins, re
spectively, are arms 30, all of which extend Jo5
in wardly toward a common center formed by
the shaft 6. In order to avoid confusion in
other details, I have shown only three of said
arms in Fig. 2 and but one in Fig. 3. They
IO
are all shown, however, in Fig. l.
A semicircular guide-ring 31 is secured to
the frame, which ring is provided with a se
ries of vertical slots 32, (see Fig. 3,) adapted
to receive the arms 30 and to serve as guides
therefor. The radial position of the several II 5
arms is thus preserved, while they are free
to be moved vertically.
W
Loosely mounted upon the shaft ? is a
Geneva stop-wheel 33, which serves a double
purpose—viz., to arrest the type-wheel at I 2o
points conforming, respectively, to the char
acters to be printed and to shift the relative
positions of said wheel so that the characters
printed will be constantly and systematically
changed with respect to given keys, thereby I2 5
complicating the printed cipher. I will first

describe the former function, which, were it
not for the continuous-shifting feature, might
be performed by the gear-wheel 10. The
Wheel 33 is positively connected, in the man
upon the end and side of which arm and ex ner hereinuafter described, with the arm 21,
tending outwardly therefrom, as shown in S0 as t0 rotate there with, and hence the ro- i
Fig. 6, is formed a stop 22, which isådäpitëd"tation of the type-Whëël is controlled there- ** ** |to normally engage ...“ en t, 23 unor y releas by, the all'l'est of the former sorving to stop

. . --V~** * *
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the latter. Attached rigidly to the wheel 33
is a depending stop-pin 34, the path of which
as the wheel is rotated is immediately above
the arms 30, but adapted to be arrested by
any one of the latter whem raised. The de
pression of a key therefore serves to stop the
printing-wheel, so as to cause that ”pe to be.
brought into position wini?i**:Corresponds to
the
key depressed. A weak bent spring 35
O
is attached, as clearly shown in Fig. 3, to the
un nder side of the wheel 33 and is adapted
to pass over any given arm 30 when raised
and to spring down sufficiently after having
passed to engage said arm and prevent a re

chosen from which to determine the “key,”
or what I term the “initial cipher” position.
The arbitary or zero point may be any given
one; but for convenience and simplicity I
will assume that it is represented by the
character “a.” Said character having been
chosen to represent the zero position or the
position on the type-wheel opposite the type 75
hammer when the type-wheel is at rest, then
upon depressing the “a” key, “a” would be
printed. If, then, the wheel is arbitrarily
shifted one notch, as represented by the
ratchet-teeth 16, so that “b” would stand at
the zero-point, then upon depressing the “a”
I 5 bound of the wheel, which would otherwise
key “b” would be printed. It follows, there
result from its sudden arrest. It will thus fore,
“b” would represent the initial
be seen that when an arm 30 is raised by the cipherthat
position.
knowledge is essential
action of the key as soon as the spring passes in utilizing the keyThis
to the cipher. Inasmuch
it and it is engaged by the pin 34 it is locked as the act of translation is the reverse of that
2O
in position and prevented from movement in which takes place in printing the cipher, the
either direction until the key is again re translating position of the type-wheel would
leased, when the shaft 6 continues its partial be as many points or characters upon one
revolution until arrested by the action of the side of the zero-point as the initial cipher po 9o
stop 22.
is upon the other side. If the initial
2 5 The arc described by the path of movement sition
cipher
position were “b,” one i step to the
of the pin 34 between the ends of the two right of the zero-point,then the “initial trans
outside arms 30 represents one-third of a lating” position would be the first character
circle and is equal to the circumference of to the left, or “z,” assuming the characters 95
the type-wheel, and the gears 10 and 11 are to
arranged in regular order. It is mami
so proportioned that the movement ºf the pin fest,betherefore,
in setting the type-wheel
34 throughout the leërngth?öitiiërarë described for translation itthat
should
be reversed as many
will cause one complete revolution of the points in one direction from
“zero-point”
type-wheel. This construction is preferred or “a” as it is moved in thetheopposite
in adapting the invention to the particular tion when starting to print the cipher. direc OO
35 type-Writer described, although a larger type
Assuming, for example, that the operator
Wheel might be comployed and the gears dis were
desirous of printing in cipher the word
pensed with; but this would be objectionable, “Paris,”
and that “m” were to represent the
Owing to the greater weight and momentum. initial position
the type-wheel, and that
It will be seen from the foregoing that when ““ kfxto’’’ were theof characters
upon the type
a given key is depressed the stop 22 is re wheel representing under such
leased and the type-wheelis caused to revolve the respective keys actuated, andadjustment
that “y”
by means of the clockwork until the pin 34 were the character equally distant from
“a”
is engaged by am arm 30 corresponding to in an opposite direction, then “y” would
the key depressed. This contact occurs at represent the translating position, and upom O
45 a time when the desired character is present placing that character opposite the type-ham
ed opposite to the type-hammer, and while mer and depressing the keys bearing the
thus presented an impression is taken by the characters
action of said hammer, when upon releasing be printed.“ kfxto” the word “Paris” would II 5
the key the type-wheel completes its revolu In utilizing my invention a cipher might be
5 O tion and is arrested in its normal position by printed
upon a machine by one party and
the engagement of the stop 22.
transmitted
to another at a distant point by
I have stated that the characters are ar letter or wire,
and the party receiving it,
ranged indiscriminatç?, rinn the ty:: -wheel. knowing the initial
cipher - letter upon the
It is obvious, therefö?e; Èhat if tiié keys were
55 actuated to print a sentence the apparent type-wheel, would set the ratchet-teeth 16 so
that “y” would stand at the zero-point, and . .
result would be a . mere conglomeration of. || -thuas
by striking the keys in the order and
characters, éach, however, bearing a prede corresponding
the characters in the cipher .
termined relation to a given key according Would be able toto translate
In such a ma 25
to the relative initial position of the type chine the initial or normalit. position
of the
wheel as primarily adjusted by the operator. type-wheel would remain constanut during
This initial or cipher position may be any given operation and could only be varied ina
arbitrary one within the entire range of char accordance with a predetermined key and
acter's, except one-viz., that which would that
arbitrarily shifting the type - wheel
cause the characters to be printed as they ap from by
time
to time." This, no matter what the
pear upon the keyboard or in the same man
" of characters on the wheel,
mer as in an ordinary type-writer. An arbi arrangement
Would in printing a long message cause a

trary p9sition pgn the typ?Whe?l should be i regulár sequence of characters, which might
, ** **
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furnish a clue to the translation of the cipher, wheel 33 one notch to the right with each
and in order to ovArrome this posrible exi revolution of the star-wheel. It is thus ob
gency I have provid iiüi :-ferºv utomatic vious that the relation between the keys and 7 o
ally shifting the relative position of the type the characters is constantly changing, or,
wheel, either consecutively or otherwise, for rather, in the construction now being consid
the purpose of changing the relation between ered that it changes with the printing of
the characters represented by the respective every third character. Assuming a given
keys and those upon the type-form at prede cipher-message to be composed of thirty char 75
termined inter vals, said means serving to acters, it follows that the pin 34 would be
O measure) such intervals automatically, so that slui?ted te points from its position at the be
the repeated movemont of the same key will ginning of the message and that the charac
ter on the type-wheel which would represent
cause different characters to be printed.
In Figs. Il to 5 I have shown a shifting mech the “initial cipher position” would be the thir
anism for the purposo describod which is well tieth character from that beáring the same re
adapted to the machine to which I have ap lation at the outset. It follows, therefore,
plied my invention ; but in its present form that in order to translate the cipher auto
it is only adapted to sluit the typo- wlhoel upon matically tle action of the mechanism should
the printing of every third character. I will be reversed in the same order in which it is
first describe said construction, explain how, advanced. The accomplishment of this re
- 2 O it may be varied, and then describe a modi sult is the object of the shift-lever 43,
fied construction adapted to shift consecu In order that the translation may be accom
tively.
N
plished, it is necessary in this construction
Mounted upon a stud 36, attached to a lat that the position of the star-wheel should be 9o
eral extension of the arm 21, (better shown in adjusted both for printing the cipher and for
2 5 Fig. 5,) is a wheel 87. *he neripherF of which translating it. The arms 48 and 49 might be
coincides with the cüry?eši noties && upon the designated by different colors dör characters,
wheel 33. A single tooth 39 upon the wheel and im commencing to print, the cipher the
37 servesto engage corresponding notches 40, arm 48 should beplaced in the position shown 95
formed in the periphery of the wheel 33. in Fig. 5, with the tooth 39 at the right of the
The wheel 37 serves to lock the wheel 33 in a notch 40. Before commencing to translate
stationary position with respect to the arm 21 the lever 43 should be reversed, so as to cause
at all times, except when the tooth 39 is the pin 47 to engage the arms of the star
brought into engagement...with... one- of .the... wheel, and , the arm.49 should be placed in . OQ, ...,
notches 4Ö, when the wheel 33 is rotated a dis the position shown by the arm 48, which
35 tance corresponding to the space between would place the tooth 39 in a reverse position
said notches. This occurs with each complete or adjacent to the next .notch to the left,
revolution of the wheel 37, the two wheels thereby causing the shifting of the wheel 33
constituting what is commonly known as a to be made in the inverse order from those
“Geneva stop.” Immediately above and rig made in printing. All that would be neces
. 4o idly attached to the wheel 37 is a star-wheel 41, sary, therefore, in translåting a giveu cipher
having three radial arms, as shown. Pivoted on the same machiné would be to make the
to the frame at 42, Fig. 2, is a shift-lever 43, adjustment. indicated of the star-wheel, set
(also shown in Fig. 5,) which is bifurcated at the type-wheel back to the translating posi O
its free end, so astofgrim arms 44 45. (Better tion, and actuate the keys in the order of the
45 show?iñFig.5, b?t représë?ted in Figs. 2, 3, printed cipher, when an accurate translationi · · * * * ********
and 4.) Pins 46 47 are extended downwardly of the message would be printed: ******
from said arms, and one or the other of said In order that the operation of the shifting
pins is adapted to ºrraga the arm. º. of said device may be more clearly understood, I will I I 5
star-wheel as the airmri2L and - waeel 33 are give a brief description of the operation of
5o rotated. When the shift-lever is in the posi the parts, beginning. with the depression of
tion shown in Figs. c. 2, 3, and 5, it is in an en a key and ending when the stop 22 has come
gaging position and with each revolution of to a rest against the frame 23. Upon the
the wheel 33 engages an arm of the star-wheel depression of a key the pin 34, which we will 2 O
and moves it one-third of a revolution, there assume to be temporarily located at the right
5 5 by shifting the pin 34 in the wheel 33 a dis of the star-wheel, is permitted to rotate with
tance Corresponding to one of the curved the Wheel 33 as a result of the release of the
motches 38, which in turn serves to shift the stop 22 from the stop 23, it being understood .

relative position of the type-wheel and change that the wheel 33 is loose upon the shaft 6,
the relationship of all the characters thereon but is normally locked in position by the hub

5

with respect to the keyboard. This action is 37 tipon the arm 2 l, which hub engages with
continued automatically with each revolution the notches 38. The arm 21 is in turn rig
of the star-wheel during the printing of a mes idly connected with the gear 10, by which the
Sage. Inasmuch as the wheel 33 rotates from type-wheel is directly controlled. When the
left to right when printing the cipher, the described release occurs, the wheel 33 con
star-Wheel, assuming the shift-lever to be in tinutes to move until the pin 34 strikes one of
the position shown in Fig. 5, is caused to ro the arms 30 corresponding to the key de

tate from light to left, thus advancing the prossod, it being understood, as stated, that

I 25
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the depression of any given key acting
through the rod 28 serves to lift one of the
arms 30 corresponding thereto. The proper
character upon the type-wheel being them lo
cated at the printing-point, a further depres
sion of the key catuses the hammer 5 to be

5

is obvious that the star-wheel may be shifted
by hamd at predetermined intervals, thus
producing a variation in addition to thab
caused by the automatic shifting of said
wheel, thereby varying the cipher, to trans
late which would necessitate corresponding

released, thereby permitting it to strike the shifts in the secondary machine to cause it
back of the paper, which causes tha latter to to conform thereto.
75
be
pressed
against
the
ciaFrätte;
rom
which
In
the
star-wheel
construction
above
de
O an impression is made thereon. Upon re
the reverse action necessary for trans
leasing the key the wheel 33 and the arm 21 scribed
lating
the
cipher would be accomplished by
continue to move until the revolution of the

|

arm 21 is completed, the releasing of the key
permitting the part 24 to fall to its normal
I 5 position when the stop 23 is in the path of
movement of the stop 22, by which the move
ment of the latter is arrested. Upon the de
pression of a key and the consequent release
of the stop 22, as described, one of the arms
of the star-wheel-48, for example-is caused
to engage with the pin 46, thereby rotating
the hub of the star-wheel one-third of a rev
olution. Upon making two more key de
pressions it is obvious that a complete revo
25 lution of the star-wheel hub would occur, as
a result of which the tooth 39 therein would
engage with one of the notches 40, thereby
shifting the wheel 33 a distance measured by
one notch 38, when the wheel would be again
locked in position by the engagement of the

hub with the next sncceeding noth. It is
manifest that this ?oviétien-t': 'Si ft serves
* to change the relation between the type
wheel 15 and stop-pin 34, which results in
35 printing a different charactër fromà that which
would have been printed had the shift not
been made. By this movement the type
, wheel is shifted from right to left in its rela
tion to the stop-pin 34. In translation the
rev?rse of this movement occurs, thereby
causing the original character to be present

means of the shift-key 43, thereby reversing
the direction of movement of the wheel 33;
but inasmuch as said modified construction
is not adapted to be so reversed the same re

sult could be accomplished by omploying a
translating type-wheel in which the charac-.
ters were arranged in inverse order from
those upon the wheel used for printing the
cipher. Such a type-wheel is shown in Fig.
8,
which is the converse of that shown in
Fig. 7.
It is apparent from the foregoing that the 90
leading generic feature of my invention con
sists in producing a type-writing machine so
constructed that when a key representing a
given character is actuated a different char
acter will be printed; but the same character 95

will not necessarily be repeated by the repe
tition of such action. In other words, the
provision of means for changing the relation
between the keys and type characters, either
consecutively or otherwise, automatically or OO
arbitrarily servesto sochange the characters. . . . .
presented during the printing of a given mes
sage that no logical sequence is indicated in

the cipher itself, as there would be in a long
message were this feature omitted. These
results may be accomplished in a variety of
ways and may readily be applied to various
forms of type-writing machines. Hence I do
not
confine myself
to the construction shown;
but
. "
I O
What I claim, and desire to secure by Let
ters. Påtent, is
1. A type-writerin which is combineda key . . . . . .“ . . . ~vv.
board the keys of Which denote certäihi char
acters, printing mechanism so arranged that
the action of a key denoting a given charac I I5
ter shall cause the printing of a different char
acter upon the paper and means for continu
ously changing the primary relation between

ed to the printing position in the same man
mer as would occur in the event of a regular
transposition of characters in the absence of
| 45 a shifting mechanism.
Instead of "emaploying * but one tooth 39 in
the star-wheel three might be used, which
Would cause the type-wheel characters to be
shifted consecutively.
Im Fig. 9 I have shown a modification of
* said invention in which in lieu of the notches
38 and 40 upon the wheel 33 I have substi
tuted ratchet-teeth 50 and in lieu of the star said characters and keys during the printing
wheel and wheel 37 ar escapement; ever 51,
55 pivoted at 52 to the är FM 2il ånyº ay mga short of a given message, whereby such message
may be translated into a cipher, the charac
arm 58 in lieu of the stop 22. A light spring ters
in which shall vary in their relation to
54 is attached to the arm 21 and bears against the keys
in printing the same, sub
said lever, so that when the stop 53 is disen stautiallyactuated
as
described.
gaged the escåpenment-lever will be reversed, 2. A type-Writer'in which is combineda key
thus throwing the pallet 56 into engagement board, the keys of which denote certain char
With the escapement-wheel and disengaging acters,
printing mechanism so arranged that
the pallet 55. With each revolution, there the action
a key denotinga given character
fore, of the wheel 33 it would be advanced shall causeofthe
printing of a different charac
One notch by the action of the escapement

mechanism, and hence the characters upon
the type - wheel would be shifted consecu
tively in their relation to the keyboard. It

ter upon the paper, means for continuously
changing the primary relation between said

characters and keys during the printing of a
given message, and means for revorsing the

N
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order of presentation of the characters upon of the carrier as the Writing proceeds, and
the type-form and for causing the characters || means for measuring said intervals automat
originally indicated upon the lkeyboard to be

whereby as a result of the operation of 7 o
printed by successively depressing the keys ically,
the
keys
to print ordinary characters, the
5 having thereon the cipher characters, Sub carrier will move to print an arbitrary but
stantially as described. .
orderly seri?s of characters, substantially as
3. A type-Writerin whichis combined a key described,
board, the keys of which denote certain char 9. A machine of the class described, in 75
actors,
printing mechanism so arranged that which is combined a keyboard representing
| 0 the striking of a key denoting one character
the characters of the ordinalry alphabet, a
shall print a different character upon the pa type-carrier bearing characters representa
per', and means for automatically changing tive of those of said alphabet, means for va
the relation between the characters and key rying said representative characters after a
board as the keys are actuated, substantially predetermined
period of use, and means for .
iš as described.
|
measuring
said
period automatically, sub
4. A type-writerin which is combined a key stantially as described.
board, the keys of which demote certain char 10. A machine of the class described, in
acters, printing mechanism so arranged that which
a keyboard representa
the striking of a key demoting one character tive of isthecombined
ordinary
alphabet, a carrier bear
2O
shall print a different character upom the pa ing a set of transposed
characters to repre
per, means for automatically changing the re sent those of the ordinary
alphabet, means
25

lation between the characters and keyboard for automatically changing said set of char
as the keys are actuate(1, :i:i:i' ñi Ghás for re acters, and meams for automatically meas
versing the order of presentation of the char uring the periods of said change, whereby
acters upon the type-form, substantially as the
same letter of the alphabet will be repre
described.
sented
in different parts of the message by
5. A type-writer in which is combined a key

different characters, substantially as de
board, the keys of which denote certain char Scribed.
acters, printing mechanism so arranged that 11. A machine of the class described, in 95
the striking of a key denoting one character which
combined suitable type, a series of
shall print a different character upon the pa keys foris actuating
said type, means for au
per, means for automatically changing the re tomatically changing
the relation between
lation between the characters and keyboard the type and keys at determined
intervals, O O
as the keys are actuated, and means for auto and means for measuring said intervals
35 matically reversing the action of said charac tomatically, substantially as described. au
ter-changing mechanism, substantially as de 12. A machine of the class described, in
scribed,
is combined a series of type, keys for
6. The combination in a type-Writer, of a which
manipulating
the same, means for changing I o 5
keyboard representing certain characters, a the relation between
type and keys at
type-form bearing the same characters, means determined inter" vals, the
and
meams for meas
for adjusting said type-form to a predeter uring said intervals automatically,
substam
mined initial cipher position bearing an arbi tially as described.
trary relation to a zero or constant printing 13. A machine of the class described, in C)
point, so that the striking...of... any. key... will. Which is combined a movable and adjustable " ** ** ***
45 print a diffërênt character from that repre .type-carrier
characters thereon, means
sented thereby, mea is förts èxits::, :vily shift for adjustinghaving
the
position
of said carrier at
ing said type-form in a predetermined order determined intervals, means
measuring
during the printing of a message, means for said intervals automatically,for
and
i suitable II 5
readjusting said type-form to a translating
position bearing a corresponding reverse re keys for actuating said carrier, whereby the

lation to said Zero-point, and means forrevers
ing the order of presentation of the charac
ters in the act of translating, from that em
ployed in printing the cipher; substantially

55 as described.

4

7. Acipher type-W?itê?ilii whichis com
bined a type-carrier, keys for actuating the
Same, means for automatically changing the
relation between the type and keys as the
Writing proceeds and at determined intervals,
and means for measuring said intervals auto
matically, substantially as "described.
8. A cipher type-writer in which is com
bined
a movable and adjustable type-carrier
65 having type arranged in disordered relation
With respect to the keys, means for adjusting

relation between the type characters and
keys is automatically çhanged, substantially
as described. , .
14. In a type-writing machine the combi
mation of a type - carrying 'device, keys for

bringing the individual type on the carrier . *
into printing position, a paper: çarri?, meams ***
for impressing the-positioned type upon the
paper on the paper-carriage, and means for
altomatically and progressively changing
the relation between the characters on the

type-carrier and the keys employed for op
erating the type-carrier,
lö. In a type-Writing machine involving
the combination of a type-carrying device, a
plurality of keys for bringing individual

type characters
intollp0m
printing
position
and
at determined intervals the relative position l impressing
the same
a sheet
of paper,

727,213
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and means for automatically and progres writer for use according to any predeter- o

sively changing the relation between the mined code of cipher.
type characters on the type-carrier and the In testimony whereof I have signed this
respective type-carrier-operating keys; means specification in the presence of two subscrib
for altering any original or primary relation ing witnesses.
V
between the characters on the type-carrier
FREDERICK SEDGWICK.
and the devices employed for causing said Witnesses:
,
'
characters to be printed, whereby variations
D. FI. F?LETCHER,

may be made at will in adapting the type
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